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Let H be a real or complex Hilbert space, and let « ) 0. A functional f on H is
< Ž . Ž . Ž . <called an «-approximately linear functional if f l x q m y y l f x y m f y F
Ž < < 5 5 < < 5 5.« l x q m y for all scalars l, m and all vectors x, y g H. If such a func-
tional f is bounded then there exists a continuous linear functional g on H such
< Ž . Ž . < 5 5that f x y g x F 37« x for every x g H. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS
w xUlam 10, p. 63 raised the general problem of when a mathematical
subject which satisfies a certain property approximately must be close, in
some sense, to one that satisfies this property accurately. A particular case
w xis a result of Hyers 5 : if f : X “ Y is a map between real Banach spaces
satisfying the inequality
5 5f x q y y f x y f y F « 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all x, y g X, then there is a unique additive map g : X “ Y such that
5 Ž . Ž .5f x y g x F « . No continuity conditions are required for this result,
but if f is continuous at a single point of X then g is also continuous, and
hence, linear.
This result has been extended in several directions. For example, in the
case of real approximately additive functions one can replace the above
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .assumption that the Cauchy difference D x, y s f x q y y f x y f y is
small in the supremum norm by the requirement that it is small in some
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p w x w xL -norm. The results in this direction can be found in 1 and 2 . A survey
w xof related results appears in 3 .
Ž .It is not entirely clear what approximately additive linear should mean.
Ž .One can modify inequality 1 so that the right-hand side depends on x
and y. The most natural definition of approximate additivity given by
5 5 5 5 5 5f x q y y f x y f y F « x q y , x , y g X , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
is unsatisfactory. Namely, there exists a continuous function f : R “ R
< Ž . Ž . Ž . < < < < <such that f x q y y f x y f y F x q y for all x, y g R, but there
exists no additive function g : R “ R for which the set
f x y g xŽ . Ž .
 4: x g R _ 0½ 5< <x
w xis bounded 4, 8 . It seems natural to ask whether by a slight diminishing of
Ž .the right-hand side of 2 one might get the desired stability assertion. This
w xproblem led Johnson 8 to investigate the functional inequality
< < 5 5f l x y l f x F « l x 3Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ýi i i i i i
with a finite but arbitrary number of variables. He proved that if X is a
Ž .real Banach space and f : X “ R is a continuous functional satisfying 3
for all positive integers n, l , . . . , l g R, and x , . . . , x g X, then there1 n 1 n
< Ž . Ž . <exists a continuous linear functional g : X “ R such that f x y g x F
5 53« x for all x g X.
Ž . Ž .In this note we will consider an inequality that is in between 2 and 3 .
Our main result is the following.
 4THEOREM 1. Let H be a Hilbert space o¤er F, F g R, C , and let « ) 0.
Assume that f : H “ F satisfies
< < 5 5 < < 5 5f l x q m y y l f x y m f y F « l x q m y 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
for all l, m g F and x, y g H. If there exists M ) 0 such that
< <f xŽ .
F M 5Ž .
5 5x
for all nonzero x g H then there exists a continuous linear functional g :
H “ F such that
5 5f x y g x F 37« x , x g H . 6Ž . Ž . Ž .
So, restricting ourselves to the Hilbert spaces we were able to get a
Ž . Ž .stability result under weaker assumptions: we have replaced 3 by 4 and
Ž .the continuity assumption by a weaker boundedness condition 5 . Note
Ž .that the constant M does not occur in inequality 6 .
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Johnson's results on approximately linear maps were motivated by the
w xdeformation theory of Banach algebras 6 . He developed the stability
theory for linear maps on Banach algebras that are approximately multi-
w x w xplicative 7, 8 . In the last section of 8 he proposed the study of maps that
are both approximately linear and approximately multiplicative. We will
conclude by showing that the boundedness condition in Theorem 1 is
automatically fulfilled when we study approximately linear functionals that
are also approximately multiplicative.
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a real or complex unital Banach algebra and let
« , d ) 0. Assume that a functional f : A “ F satisfies inequalities
< < 5 5 < < 5 5f l x q m y y l f x y m f y F « l x q m yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
5 5 5 5f xy y f x f y F d x yŽ . Ž . Ž .
for all l, m g F and x, y g A. Then
'< <f x 1 q 1 q 4dŽ .
F
5 5x 2
for e¤ery nonzero x g A.
The special case that A is a real Banach algebra has been already
w xproved in 9 . It should be mentioned that in the proof of this proposition
w x w xwe will use some ideas from 6 and 9 .
2. PROOFS
Proof of Theorem 1. We denote
< <f xŽ .
K s sup .
5 5xx/0
There is nothing to prove if K s 0. So, we assume that K / 0. In the first
step of our proof we will show that there exists a bounded linear functional
k: H “ F such that
2 ''< < 5 5f x y k x F 40« q 16 5 « K x 7Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .for every x g H. Obviously, the functional h: H “ F defined by h x s
y1 Ž .K f x , x g H, is an «rK-approximately linear functional satisfying
< Ž . < 5 5sup h x r x s 1. So, there exists a nonzero x g H such thatx / 0 0
< <h x «Ž .0
) 1 y .
5 5x K0
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We define a bounded linear functional m on H by
h xŽ .0
m x s x , x , x g H .Ž . 02¦ ;5 5x0
Assume that x g H is orthogonal to x . We want to prove that0
2 '« 2 5 «
< < 5 5h x F 5 q x . 8Ž . Ž .( ž /K K
Ž .Clearly, h 0 s 0, and so we can assume with no loss of generality that
x / 0. We define
h x h xŽ . Ž .0
a s .
< < 5 5h x xŽ .0
< < < Ž . < 5 5Clearly, a s h x r x . We have
2' < <1 q a
x x x x0 0s a q G h a qž /5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x x x x0 0
a h x x x a h xŽ . Ž .0 0 0G h x q y h a q y h x yŽ . Ž .ž /5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x x x x x x0 0 0
h x h x «Ž . Ž .0 02< < < <G a q y a q 1Ž .
< < 5 5h x x KŽ .0 0
«2< < < <G a q 1 y a q 2 .Ž .
K
Consequently,
< <« a q 2Ž .2 2' '< < < <1 q a 1 q a y 1 F .ž / K
Hence,
< <« a q 2 «Ž .2' '< <1 q a y 1 F F 5 .
2 K' < <K 1 q a
This implies that
2« «2 '< <1 q a F 1 q 2 5 q 5 ,ž /K K
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or, equivalently,
2« «'< <a F 5 q 2 5 .( ž /K K
Ž .This completes the proof of inequality 8 .
Now let x be an arbitrary vector from H. Then we can write x s x q1
Ž . Ž .l x with x being orthogonal to x . Applying the fact that m x s h x0 1 0 0 0
Ž .and 8 together with the inequalities
2« « «' '5 5 < < 5 5 5 5- 5 q 2 5 and x q l x F 2 x q l x( 1 0 1 0ž / ž /K K K
we get
h x y m xŽ . Ž .
s h x q l x y lm xŽ . Ž .1 0 0
F h x q l x y h x y h l x q h x q h l x y lh xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 1 0 1 0 0
2« « « «'5 5 < < 5 5 5 5 < < 5 5F x q l x q 5 q 2 5 x q l xŽ . (1 0 1 0ž /K K K K
2« «' 5 5 < < 5 5F 2 5 q 2 5 x q l xŽ .( 1 0ž /K K
2« «' 5 5F 40 q 16 5 x .( ž /K K
Ž . Ž .Defining k x s Km x and multiplying the last inequality by K we obtain
Ž .7 . This completes the first step of the proof.
In the second step we will improve the estimate for the distance of f to
2 ''the set of all bounded linear functionals from 40« q 16 5 « K given in
Ž .7 to 37« . The second estimate is linear in « , and so approaches 0 faster
as « tends to 0. We define inductively a sequence of bounded linear
Ž .functionals k on H. We set k s k. Assume that we have alreadyn 1
defined k . We denoten
< <f x y k xŽ . Ž .n
a s sup .n 5 5xx/0
As f y k is an «-approximately linear functional we can apply the firstn
step of our proof to find a bounded linear functional kX such thatn
X 2 ' 5 5'f x y k x y k x F 40« q 16 5 « a xŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n
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for all x g H. We define k s k q kX . It is then easy to see thatnq1 n n
a F b , n s 1, 2, . . . , wheren n
2 ''b s 40« q 16 5 « K1
and
2 ''b s 40« q 16 5 « b .nq1 n
' 'Ž .We have two possibilities. If K F 8 5 q 6 10 « - 37« , then the asser-
' 'Ž .tion of our theorem holds true with g s 0. If K ) 8 5 q 6 10 « , then
' 'Ž .b is a decreasing sequence converging to 8 5 q 6 10 « . Hence, if n isn
large enough, then b , and hence a , is smaller than 37« . So, the assertionn n
holds true with g s k .n
wProof of Proposition 2. If f is linear then f is bounded by 6, Proposi-
xtion 5.5 . So, assume that f is not linear. Then we can find l, m g F and
Ž . Ž . Ž .x, y g A such that f l x q m y y l f x y m f y / 0. Let z be any nonzero
vector in A. Then
< < < <f z f l x q m y y l f x y m f yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
< < < <F f z f l x q m y y f l zx q m zy q f l zx y l f zxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
< < < <q l f zx y l f z f x q f m zy y m f zyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
< < < <q m f zy y m f z f y q f l zx q m zy y f l zx y f m zyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
5 5 < < 5 5 < < 5 5 5 5 < < 5 5 < < 5 5F 2d z l x q m y q 2« z l x q m y ,Ž . Ž .
which yields
< < < < 5 5 < < 5 5f z l x q m yŽ .
F 2 d q « .Ž .
5 5 < <z f l x q m y y l f x y m f yŽ . Ž . Ž .
Hence, f is bounded. Let us denote
< <f xŽ .
sup s t .
5 5xx/0
< Ž 2 . Ž Ž ..2 < 5 5 2 2For a nonzero x g A we have f x y f x F d x . If x s 0 then
< Ž . < 2 5 5y2 2f x x F d F d q t. In the case that x / 0 we have
< < 2 < 2 < < 2 <f x f x f xŽ . Ž . Ž .
F d q F d q F d q t .2 2 25 55 5 5 5 xx x
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It follows that t 2 F d q t, which further implies the desired inequality
'Ž .Ž .t F 1r2 1 q 1 q 4d . This completes the proof.
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